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Eric Schecter Can Take the Heat
Al CBS Radio Phoenix, engineering and IT
ccoperatively manage digital products

)RADIO IT
MANAGEMENT
BY RANDY J. STINE

full-power Class C FMs in the Valley
of the Sun.
KM LE(FM),
KOOL(FM)
and
KZON(FM) have studios downtown and
transmitter sites about 1,500 feet above
the city on South Mountain, a wellknown antenna farm in the region.
The 57-year-old Schecter lists his specialties on his LinkedIn profile page as
FM transmitter installation, maintenance

(continued on page 6)
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Let's Talk About
FM Translators
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Eric Schecter is DOE of CBS Radio/
Phoenix. He's shown in the KMLE(FM)
on- air studio, one of three Class CFMs
for which he's responsible.
Beatles might he dead, Schecter recalls.)
Schecter, director of engineering
with CBS Radio/Phoenix, is responsible
for the technical operations of three
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and repair, HD Radio broadcast technologies and RDS data transmission.
Schecter, a University of 4rizona
graduate, is responsible for day-to-day
engineering for the cluster of three CBS
Radio FMs.
"Everything from studio to transmitter is in our department. Ialso oversee all capital project management and
building management."
Schecter has under him an assistant
engineer, Chris Ark, who has been with
the stations for approximately two years.
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r

One in aseries of occasional articles
about radio technology executives and
the evolving broadcast engineering profession.
Eric Schecter was a
wide-eyed 11-year-old when walked
into the on-air studio of WABC(AM)
in New York City on aglorious Sunday
afternoon in 1968 and became hooked
on broadcasting.
So indelible is the memory of that
radio station tour, which was arranged by
acamp counselor, that he remembers the
day of the week and who was on the air
that day: DJ Roby Yonge. So it goes when
you reach asignificant turning point of
your career path at such an early age.
(Incidentally, Yonge was fired from
the station just ayear later after reporting on the air that Paul McCartney of the
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Broadcast attorney Garziglia starts
afour-part series for RVV readers
BY JOHN GARZIGLIA
FM translators have been much
in the news in recent years and play
an increasingly important part of
the multiplatform strategies of many
media entities.
This is the first in aseries.
An FM translator is just a miniradio station, correct?
Well, yes and no.

of Both Worlds
›ofiele

To the radio listener, an FM translator is an FM radio station, although
with less coverage than might be
expected from a full-service FM
station.
To an FM translator licensee, however, FM translators are different than
full-service FM stations, as they carry
greater risks to continuing operations.
FM translators are regulated under
a wholly different FCC rule section
(continued nn page 21)
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BY LESLIE STIMSON
As we head into the holidays, Iwanted to focus on the General Motors/HD
Radio situation, a big story that first
emerged around the fall Radio Show.
While we had reported it online, we had
not done so in print, and Ithought it was
important to note.
By now, it may be apparent to radio
folks that GM has indeed removed
HD Radio from five 2015 model-year
products: the Chevy Traverse, Chevy
Silverado truck, Buick Enclave and
Regal, as well as the Chevy Impala.

Model Year 2015
•Cadillac — Escalade, Escalade ESV,
SRX, XTS, CTS, ELR, ATS,
ATS Coupe
•Chevrolet — Suburban, Tahoe
•GMC — Yukon, Yukon XL

that disruptive, she said in an interview. "There's apause when you switch
between analog and HD. We're working
on tweaking that pattern to see" if there
are other "transitions." She couldn't
elaborate on what customers said the
blend sounded like to them.
"Our goal is to provide our customers
with the best possible HD Radio system
performance, and we are taking the
time to perfect this and bring it back to
alarger set of vehicles for our customers
to enjoy," said Ecclestone.

DOOM?
Some critics believe the GM move
spells doom for the HD Radio recéiver rollout. Reader comments posted
beneath my earlier article online reiterated the criticism that HD is a "flawed,
obsolete technology," or that readers

"We are taking the time to perfect this and bring
it back to alarger set of vehicles for our customers to
enjoy," said Ecclestone.
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This 2014 Chevy Silverado model includes HD Radio in the dash; the 2015
model does not. The photo was taken at the 2014 CES in the Alpine booth.
GM told me then that the situation is
"temporary;" it's tweaking its HD Radio
implementation and the goal is to bring
the technology to more GM models in
the future. GM confirmed this again for
me recently.
"We are not only focused on providing the right technology for our customers, but also improving upon the technologies even after they have been introduced in our vehicles," said Manager for
Engineering and Safety Communications
Jennie Ecclestone.
Ecclestone tells me that "based on
customer feedback we had received on
our initial HD Radio application, we
decided to refine this technology and
removed it from some vehicles."
That feedback had to do with "blending" back and forth between analog
and digital reception. Customers found

She couldn't say exactly when GM
would bring HD back into the specific
models, though she did noted that barring a mid-cycle change, a full model
year lasts 12 months.
When asked if GM was replacing HD
Radio with streaming in the dash as part
of an infotainment platform change, she
said no.
Here's alist of GM vehicles that still
include HD Radio. We've reported that
all Cadillacs offer HD Radio and it's
standard in the 2015 Escalade:
Model Year 2014
•Cadillac — Escalade, Escalade ESV,
SRX, XTS, CTS, ELR, ATS
•Buick — Enclave, Lacrosse, Regal
•Chevrolet — Suburban, Tahoe,
Silverado LD, Impala, Corvette
•GMC — Yukon, Yukon XL, Sierra

"hope this is the beginning of the end
for HD" or were "underwhelmed" by
the news.
Programming
consultant
Mark
Ramsey notably characterized the GM
decision as "the nail in HD Radio's
coffin." He characterized the technology as a "crappy experience for consumers: a digital solution grafted onto
an analog expectation with a jumble
of unpredictably random Frankenstein
products indifferent to consumer tastes
built by and for the broadcasters which
finance it."
To be clear, his argument has always
been about the programming; he considers all technology "transitional."
IBiquity execs tell me that, despite
the GM move, by year-end, about 43
percent of all cars shipped in the U.S. in
2014 would have HD Radio technology
available in the dash, standard or as an
option. The tech company's estimate for
calendar 2015 is about 50 percent of all
cars shipped in the U.S. will come factory-equipped with HD Radio receivers.
Auto analyst Roger Lanctot backs
that up, noting that just as many new
GM "platforms" are adding HD Radio
as are dropping it. "So the net is no
change, and the long-term outlook is for
continued broad-based deployment."
Yet this move looks bad. GM is one
of the so-called "Big Three" U.S. automakers. And the GM decision came on
top of news about BMW omitting AM
radio from the dash in its electric models i3 and i8. HD Radio is standard on
those models, we've reported.
So does the GM news indicate a
trend? Is "temporary" really temporary
(continued on page 8)
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ht at the Site

The return of aRadio World classic
by James G. Withers
"T was the night before Christmas and up at the site,
Not acreature was stirring, not the kind that can bite.
The gear had been checked and checked twice with great care,
In the hopes that on Christmas I'd be here and not there.

was frozen with fear, from my head to my foot,
As my clothes got all covered with ashes and soot.
A bundle of money had been flung up the stack
And Icursed that guy's gun hanging back in its rack.

'The GM was nestled all snug in his bed
While visions of dollar signs danced in his head.
The station was fine; Ihung up my cap,
And planned to relax with a long winter's nap.

My eyes were not merry, my smile likewise buried.
My cheeks were all bristly, my mood was still harried.
My droll little mouth was locked tight in afrown
As Iworked toward " back on" instead of " still down."

When there on the nightstand the phone raised aclatter,
Remote control calling, its mechanical chatter
Confirmed what Ifeared and knew in aflash:
The plates read " point zero." I'd just have to dash.

'The shorting rod shook as Igritted my teeth
And the smoke? It circled my head like awreath.
Now, Ihave a broad face, some say a round belly
But there was no laughter that night, no bowlful of jelly.

TO the site with the moon on the new fallen snow,
Ipulled on my boots and made ready to go.
When Igot up the mountain the problem was clear
Some guy thought our building looked just like adeer.

was crabby and tired, not aChristmas Eve elf
And Iyelled and Icursed and felt bad for myself.
In the blink of an eye and a punch of a button
I'd burned up big bucks, just all of asudden.

With adead RF final and drive way too hot
Iknew in my gut what it was that got shot.
A hole in the tube! That'll cause it to fail.
"But where is the spare?" Istarted to wail.

spoke not aword, went straight back to work,
And found a new tube; plugged it in with ajerk.
And keeping my finger real close to " Plate Off,"
Punched it back on with asmall, nervous cough.

On ashelf? In the cabinet! Where is that darned spare
In a box marked " Still Good"? Nope, not even therelei
Ilooked on the porch, on the shelf on the wall
Idashed this way and that way and dashed down the

gt spring in my step, Igave out ayell.
It powered right up!.I was leaving this hell.
The sun was just up as Idrove from the site
Merry Christmas to me; I'm done! ...

A.nd then in atwinkling, Ifound what Ineeded
And did aquick check as the job was completed..
Ipushed the plates on, and was turning around
When up the tube's chimney, smoke came with abo
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acting as radio stations on 87.7 and 87.9 MHz. The FCC

TRANSACTION: Entercom Commu-

in October suspended expiration dates and construction
deadlines for outstanding unexpired CPs for LPTVs and TV

nications Corp. intends to acquire

translators. As part of athird Notice of Proposed Rulemak-

Lincoln Financial Media from Lincoln

ing, the agency is reviewing whether to permit digital LPTV

Financial Group for $ 105 million plus

stations to operate analog FM radio-type services on an

working capital. Financially, this is

ancillary or supplementary basis. LPTV stations have pro-

the largest announced radio transaction for 2014. The deal signals Lincoln
Financial's exit from radio as it focus-

posed engineering solutions to continue aural operations.

INTERCOM

The commission has asked for comment on how adigital
LPTV station could operate an analog transmitter without

es on its core life and retirement insurance businesses. The

interfering or degrading its co- channel digital operation as

transaction is subject to regulatory approval; parties expect

well as avoid interference to primary licensees, including

the deal to close in the second quarter of 2015. Under the

FM noncommercial stations.

agreement, Entercom will get 15 stations in the Atlanta,
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Tech Updates

Reader's Forum

Pay, BIA/Keley Chief Analyst and VP Content Micheal

in stock issued to Lincoln. Entercom anticipates operating

Boland said the mobile form of payment will not become

the LFM stations under atime brokerage agreement start-

mainstream at the retail point of sale in 2015. It will how-

ing in late January, following regulatory review of the trans-

ever, cause adent in app- payments for online fulfillment,

action by the Justice Department. In order to comply with

similar to Uber. Neither consumer nor merchants will be

the FCC's ownership limitations, Entercom plans to divest

incentivized to adopt until there's a more compelling value

KKFN(FM), Denver. LFM was apart of Lincoln National's

proposition for Apple Pay, like saving consumers time or

acquisition of Jefferson- Pilot Corp. for $ 8billion in 2006.

helping them to skip store lines, he added. Regarding

SWAP: CBS Radio and Beasley Broadcast Group Inc. com-

programmatic, or automated, ad buying going local, BIA/
Kelsey Managing Director Rick Ducey said, " The explosion

pleted an agreement to swap 13 CBS stations in Tampa, Fla.,

of data individuals push out through apps will drive increas-

and Charlotte, N.C., as well as one AM station in Philadel-

ingly efficient and effective ad targeting and engagement.

phia, for two of Beasley's FM stations in Philadelphia and

Data management platform providers will oversee aggre-

three stations in Miami. The deal gives CBS aradio presence

gation and curation of increasingly rich data that will fuel

in Miami for the first time, while increasing the CBS Radio

programmatic and real-time bidding activity in both open

presence in Philadelphia to six stations. No money changed

and private ad exchanges."

the parties expected to close the deal in the fourth quarter.

EAS: Pathfinder Communications Corporation agreed to

This marks the first time CBS Radio will operate stations in

pay acivil penalty of $ 46,000 for misusing EAS tones at

Miami, where CBS already owns two television stations.

WTRC(FM), Niles, Mich. "As many complaints about EAS

LPTV: Broadcasters can tell the FCC what they think of the

scenario, which risks desensitizing the public to the signifi-

agency's decision to give LPTV stations a reprieve from the

cance of the tones in a real emergency," so stated Enforce-

Sept. 1, 2015 deadline to convert to digital. Comments are

ment Bureau Chief Travis LeBlanc in his order. Pathfinder

due to MB Docket 03-185 by Jan. 12, 2015 and replies by

and the FCC reached an agreement to resolve the case.

January 26. The decision is of interest to radio because it

Pathfinder admitted the station aired an ad that contained

affects LPTVs that focus their operations on aural services,

the EAS tones and will implement acompliance plan.

23
24-25
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watch in 2015, according to BIA/Kelsey. Regarding Apple

lion price will be paid $ 77.5 million in cash and $ 27.5 million

abuse have noted, misuse of the tones creates a ' Cry Wolf'

T‘NiRT Discusses Radio Tech
Using Skype

TRENDS: Apple Pay and programmatic buys are trends to

Entercom would own more than 130 stations. The $ 105 mil-

hands as part of the transaction first announced in October;
1
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Schecter on South Mountain, the
transmitter site about 1,500 feet
above Phoenix for KMLE(FM),

SCHECTER

KOOL(FM) and KZON(FM).

(continued from page 1)

"My department handles all of the
regular engineering items, from collating all EAS logs to doing some commercial affidavit stuff for our HD2s,"
Schecter said. Tim Pohlman is senior
vice president/market manager for CBS
Radio/Phoenix.
ENGINEERING, IT EFFORTS
The CBS Radio/Phoenix uses an inbuilding trouble ticket system to alert
the engineering staff of equipment and
engineering problems, he said.
"It always seems we have ' fix' tasks.
We check all backup generators every
week. Every day is different really. We
might be moving an office one day," he
said, then working next on a nontraditional revenue project.
Schecter, who served as interim IT
manager at the cluster for ashort time,
said the engineering department works
closely with IT to manage the stations'
digital products.
The IT director for the cluster, Mike
Sforza, had limited radio experience
when he joined the stations; Schecter
has been training him on the intricacies
of radio.
"Our new IT manager takes great
care in providing excellent desktop support to the office staff and takes care
of critical server maintenance. We are
developing a good synergy so that we
help each other out as needed in all
aspects of station operation," Schecter
said.
The engineering department is
responsible for maintaining websites
and streaming, he said, working closely
with the online content network CBS
Interactive.
"We work hard to ensure the quality
of the streaming product. We stream
everything. And everything that leaves
the plant is all encoded with [Portable
People Meter] encoding for Nielsen rating purposes," Schecter said. "We capture a lot of live video and audio. We
have a live performance studio that we
utilize for alot of content."
He said IT security is handled primarily by corporate at CBS IT and Security
in New York. One CBS Radio strategy is to segregate automation systems,
which include Broadcast Electronics
AudioVault systems in Phoenix, from

Radio Ahead
Digital AM c;

On the road to HD Radio broadcasting?

Nautel has you COVERED.

nautel.com/HDradio

nautei

74e*
office networks.
"We put the automation systems on
adifferent subnet and lock it down. We
firewall everything, and we make sure
to change all default passwords on any
appliances connected to the Internet,"
he said.
KOOL and KMLE have HD2 channels, and Schecter is launching one soon
for KZON. CBS Radio is committed to
HD Radio, Schecter said. He believes
the technology holds great promise for
the evolving auto dashboard.
"Obviously, the demand for HD
Radio is more on the mobile front. We
now live in adigitally connected world.
Ithink the Artist Experience is agreat
branding opportunity," he said. "and
song tagging is important. Anything to
make the consumer experience more
interactive is good." CBS was an early
backer of iBiquity predecessor, USA
Digital Radio Partners and has been a
long-time proponent of the technology.
Schecter, who visits the tower sites
on South Mountain every two weeks
to do routine inspections, said he is
meticulous about fine-tuning the HD
channels for CBS Radio in Phoenix,
maintaining proper alignment to limit
the jumps from analog to digital and
back that annoy listeners.
"We have all of the routes to get all
of the HD data in-house, and then interpreted by the middleware, in this case
the Artist Experience, and then to the
exporter," Schecter said.
The Phoenix stations' studio automation systems feed the middleware
programs — such as TRE, PADapult or
Jump2Go — that receives PAD data as
well as Artist Experience data (includ-

really simplifies the whole process. The
alignment is really perfect. That way
you meet the iBiquity specs and ensure
a better listening experience for your
audience," Schecter said.

R(MBY NONCE
WABC lidio
This is an autographed photo of Di
Roby Yonge, whom Schecter met when
touring WABC(AM) in New York in
1968. It was his first trip to aradio
station.
ing TagStation) from the Internet and
inserts it in the HD UDP stream. That
is then sent to the transmitter site via
an Ethernet subnet link that is isolated
from the business and audio LAN subnets, according to Schecter_
CBS Radio/Phoenix locates the
exporter and the audio processing at
the transmitter site, he explained, and
then uses a direct Ethernet connection
from the exporter to the exgine card in
the exciter.
"Then you don't have to deal with
latency issues or dropped packets. It

TEMP EXTREMES
There are challenges to maintaining
equipment exposed to extreme heat and
sun; the average Phoenix July high temperature is 106.
"Keeping all of the air conditioning
units working is the top priority. We
have seven alone at the transmitter sites.
We have avery good preventive maintenance programs. Keeping up with
building infrastructure is a challenge,
too, since heat takes the toll on roofs,"
he said.
South Mountain generally is a bit
cooler than the desert floor in Phoenix;
however it can experience drastic changes in temperature from day to night,
which can create havoc with transmission lines, according to Schecter. "All
the expansion and contraction can be
tough on the lines. You have to watch
your pressurization closely."
Schecter began his radio career post
college on-air at KWFM(FM) in Tucson,
Ariz.; he's spent most of his career in
Arizona, working in technical positions for Shamrock, Chancellor, AM/
FM, Infinity and now CBS Radio. He
also completed afour-year stint in San
Diego working for Lincoln Financial at
acluster of radio stations from 2005-09.
Schecter recently was elected to the
board of directors of the Society of
Broadcast Engineers. He looks back on
his technical broadcast career that now
(continued on page 8)
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GM/HD RADIO
(continued from page 3)
in GM's case? Both iBiquity and GM
believe it is.
IBiquity President/CEO Bob Struble
was careful not to speak for GM, saying:
"We are confident that what you heard
from GM is correct, and we're working
closely with them to make it happen."
Struble says the company knew
of GM's decision for approximately
two years in advance but couldn't say
anything because of their partnership
That's because the automakers themselves want to control what features they
promote, or not, for their vehicles.
Consumer dissatisfaction concerning
the blending, he said, could result from
abad system design, an issue at the station or an issue with the receiver implementation. Receiver system design has
been improved over the years with an
increase in car reception performance,
"so we don't think that's an issue," he
tells me.
The blend can become more annoying
if the station has time- or level-alignment
issues. "It highlights to the consumer that
there's this change going on."
Speaking in general and not specifically about GM, he said early HD
implementations, like first implementations of any tech, "tend to be lowerperforming" than subsequent iterations.
In order to have as broad digital coverage as it can, iBiquity works with
automakers to improve system performance and to ensure they have a good
implementation of the HD Radio system.
But how much control does iBiquity have over the radio that goes in
the car? " Ultimately, as much as [corn-
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NEWS
panies] want to give us:' says Struble.
Automakers work with Tier 1suppliers
like Delphi, Fujitsu, Visteon and other
companies that build the radio for them.
Struble said the suppliers are people
iBiquity has worked with over the years
to test car receiver implementations. I

engineering group to offer to help BMW
solve its AM interference problem in
new electric vehicles.
That's the case— even though BMW
told the National Alliance of State
Broadcasters Associations and NAB it
doesn't intend to revise its decision. The
11111111.1a

Consumer electronics experts tell me that
systems that may perform consistently outside of a
vehicle can be harder to control once integrated with all
of the other components in the complex car environment.
MOM
wrote in the spring that companies like
Pioneer drive radios over a "torture
loop" to tease out performance inconsistencies; iBiquity's team in Detroit
does so, too.
Consumer electronics experts tell me
that systems that may perform consistently outside of avehicle can be harder
to control once integrated with all of the
other components in the complex car
environment.
Struble said even a well-designed
system and well-built radio might not
always result in agood consumer experience. " Ultimately, it is the OEM and
Tier 1who put that radio in, and we have
less influence there. It's their product
and their customer."
BMW
Circling back to the BMW situation,
the Southern California Broadcasters
Association is going ahead with an

NEWSROUNDUP
SIRIUSXM: The satcaster will pay $ 3.8 million to close investigations by the
attorneys general of 46 states into the satellite radio's advertising and customer retention practices. The settlement resolves allegations that the company engaged in misleading advertising and billing practices. The attorneys
general said SiriusXM made it difficult for people to cancel their service,
was late to credit payments from consumers, and used automatic renewals
without consumers' notice or consent, often at rates that were higher than
anticipated. In addition to the payments, the satcaster will revise its cancellation practices.
RIVET: HearHere Radio, parent of Rivet News Radio, has partnered with
conference call provider InterCall to provide newscasts- on- hold for the telephone. Their
agreement
brings Rivet's
top news
playlists to
InterCall's reservation- less
RADIO
service, providing callers with
national and world news while they wait for calls to begin. The Rivet app is
available for both Android and Apple devices.

R
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carmaker will leave AM radio out of
its two electric vehicle models because
of concerns about interference to AM
reception from the electric motor.
Engineers have suggested to me that
the European-based automaker may
have chosen to optimize the i3 and i8
for other things buyers may value more
than AM reception, like longer battery
life. That's important to electric vehicle
owners, who need to plan trips based on
battery range.
Also, vehicle design involves all
kinds of tradeoffs, like vehicle weight
and size, and of course, price. And,

SCHECTER
(continued from page 6)
spans nearly 40 years and hopes to
encourage others to follow suit in getting into the industry.
The SBE has created a committee on mentoring, which Schecter
will chair, to explore ways to widen
outreach within the radio engineering industry. "Our ranks have thinned.
Broadcast engineering is becoming
more IT-centric, and radio faces achallenge of recruiting young engineering
talent that have the love of ajob that
requires adesire to serve:' he said.
The next-generation broadcast engineer will have to be excellent at marrying the new IT disciplines with some of
the traditional RF skills, he said.
Schecter has trained a number of
assistants who have moved on to top
engineering jobs at other radio stations; he has apassion for giving back
to his profession. "Ithink that is my
calling. To mentor younger people and
share this knowledge Ihave gained."
Schecter, long active in SBE
Chapter 9in Phoenix, said being mentored was important in his career.
He credited the late Elliott Klein,
who hired Schecter at KNIX(AM)
in Phoenix in the early 1980s, for

electric motors are prone to causing
AM interference. As one engineer put it.
"When you design for AM in avehicle.
you need to address more than the radio
and the [really long] antenna." Another
agreed.
"Getting CPU and LED display driver noise out of an AM radio in close
proximity is really tough," says an engineer whose company owns AM and FM
facilities. Some automakers "simply see
alot more long-term value in the Wi-Fi
and WiMax digital content delivery to
vehicles than fighting the AM battle."
Engineers are usually interested
in tackling problems. Unsolicited,
the Southern California Broadcasters
Association is tapping into that spirit.
President Thom Callahan canvassed
engineering schools and solicited engineering professors from USC, UCLA
and the Jet Propulsion Lab to serve
as advisors to the ad hoc group. That
group has formed, and, from a technical standpoint, intends to "develop the
approach needed to get BMW's attention:' Callahan tells me.
Ichecked back in with him recently,
and he said the group is proceeding but
would prefer to keep its activity private
for now.
If successful, what they discover
may help other automakers with electric
motors as well — even if BMW doesn't
change its mind.
teaching him about AM directional
arrays. Other colleagues who encouraged Schecter's professional development were industry engineers Bert
Goldman, Bill Croghan and Jeff
Littlejohn.
As the SBE mentoring committee
takes shape, with the help of former
SBE President Ralph Hogan, Schecter
is focusing on aproject for KOOL this
winter that entails replacing apair of
Harris FM-25Ks on South Mountain
with new solid-state transmitters and
HD Radio equipment.
CBS Radio/Phoenix plans to elevate digital power levels on sideband
channels from the current —20 dBc to
—14 dBc where technically feasible,
he said.
"This will be accomplished on
KOOL with that new transmitter
replacing a space-combined system
with a low-level combined strategy.
I've noted that the increase of 6 dBc
results in marked improvement both at
home and the mobile environments,"
Schecter said.
Schecter lives with his wife, Soosie,
a veterinary technologist from Great
Britain, in Scottsdale, Ariz. He is a
licensed Extra Class Amateur Radio
Operator with call sign KC7ES.
"I have amodest station, but Ilove
to chase distant stations," he said.
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Document Issues to Demonstrate Maintenance
Also, backdraft dampers can help protect valuable infrastructure

WORKBENCH

II by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

Armed with acell phone for pictures,
Steve Tuzeneu recently visited all the
transmitter sites for Townsquare Media
Grand Junction, Colo., where he is the
new market chief.
At one of the sites, Steve found the
air conditioner frozen (shown in Fig
1). Turning the unit off will allow it to
thaw out.
Steve's visits are a reminder of the
importance of regular site inspections,
especially coinciding with the change
of seasons.
Be sure to take your camera or phone
along. Document issues to help the GM
see how you are caring for the station as
an investment.
Steve Tuzeneu can be reached at
steve.tuzeneuetownsquaremedia.com.
ohn McKenna is director of technology and engineering for the YES
Network, "Where Yankees Fans Get
Their Yankees!"
He commented on our sad story
about the engineer who vented his transmitters only to realize that "backflow"
outside air had damaged the components of his idle standby unit.
John was surprised that whoever

from coming back through into the
equipment.
In the example in our previous column, backflow through the non-operating transmitter would create anegative
pressure in the duct and serve to pull the
shutters closed even more tightly. This
would keep the moist outside air from
the equipment.
As you can see in the illustration
marked Fig. 2, there's a little V-shaped
bend at the bottom of the louver to allow
it to close rather tightly around the hinge
of its mate below. This does a pretty
good job of sealing the opening when
it is closed. Any wind blowing against
it or negative pressure on the backside
will force the louvers even tighter.
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Fig. 1: Aroutine site inspection found this frozen air conditiorer.
installed this air system hadn't put aset
of louvered shutters on the outside of the
vents. These "backdraft dampers" are
almost universal in colder parts of the
country, venting anything with ablower
— such as atransmitter. Not only do the
louvers prevent backflow of air, but they

keep cold air out of the building if the
transmitter is off overnight.
When the blower comes on, air pressure moves the shutters open, allowing
the heated air to pass to the outside.
When the transmitter shuts down, the
shutters close and prevent outside air
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Fig. 2: A backdraft damper protects
transmitter equipment.
Of course, the picture is for one that
has the airflow coming from inside the
building, but there are versions with the
mounting flange on the other side to
protect air intakes, as well. Note that
these can blow open occasionally, should
the wind blow right at it, and there's no
positive pressure on the inside. An alternative is ahood.
Most HVAC guys will put ahood on
the outside, to hide the opening from
weather, and atrap inside the building to
catch any precipitation that gets forced
in, so it doesn't blow into the gear.
Installing a backdraft damper is a
lot cheaper than constantly running the
blowers on the spare transmitter and
potentially causing belt or bearing failure. If you are using outside makeup
air for cooling, put a set of shutters,
opening into the plant, at the intake port
to keep the outside air out when it isn't
needed. This saves on air conditioning
and heating costs.
(continued on page 15)
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TWiRT Discusses Radio Tech Using Skype
Podcast is acase study for radio in the 21st century

PODCASTI NG
BY PHILIP MULIVOR
This fall marked the fifth anniversary
of "This Week in Radio Tech:' apodcast
geared to broadcast radio engineers.
Created by Kirk Harnack, TWiRT's
most popular episodes now reach an
average audience of about 7,000.
Although occasional glitches (introduced mainly by Skype) intrude on the
podcast, TWiRT's audience listens in
weekly for the latest technical tips, war
stories, interviews with famous engineers
and occasional trips into radio history.
"Email feedback comes in from
almost all stretches of the globe," said
co-host Chris Tobin, former broadcast
technologist for CBS Radio stations in
New York City and current owner of
Content Creator Solutions. "The shows
Ienjoy most are when we challenge the
status quo:' he said.
Whatever the topic, TWiRT features
casual conversation between engineers
"similar to what takes place at an SBE
meeting, or at lunch, or in the hall at the
NAB," said Harnack. "We're not doing
highly produced tutorials."
Harnack's employer, Telos Systems,
is TWiRT's oldest sponsor, but he said
the show is vendor-neutral. TWiRT welcomes guests from avariety of his company's competitors. "And I really try
to watch my language:' said Harnack.
"Instead of saying Livewire [a Telos
brand name], I'll say AoIP."
TWiRT is produced and distributed
by the GFQ Network, founded and led by
Andrew Zarian. GFQ's 15 weekly podcasts range from unboxing the latest consumer gadgets ("What the Tech") to professional wrestling ("Mat Men"). GFQ
makes money by selling advertising time
to Podtrac, who in turn places ads on the
network's various shows. Telos acquires
ad time on TWiRT directly from the
podcast, rather than through GFQ.
Each Thursday, Harnack, Tobin and
aguest establish aSkype video connection with Zarian at the GFQ Network
studio in New York City. Zarian tweaks
the connections and then switches
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BLA6); aLogitech C920a webcam ( HD
1080p) with tabletop tripod; a 4G cellular modem card for the laptops; and a
small 5000K light.
Tobin said that the kit has served him
well in arange of environments — from
beaches to New York City park benches
— since he designed it more than two
years ago.
Back at GFQ, Zarian runs an
Axia Radius Console, an Omnia One
Multicast to process coded audio and a
Telos ProStream for live netcasting.

STEPPING UP THEIR GAME
Zarian said that his hardware choices
and other technical decisions at GFQ
have been influenced by the podcast.
Hosting TWiRT "really helped us
step up our game, and made us rethink
everything we're doing:' he said. "We're
not a radio station, and for someone
outside of broadcasting to bring over
broadcasting equipment is not something that you see alot."
Kirk Harnack hosts "This Week in Radio Tech" from his home studio.
Shortly after Harnack launched
TWiRT in 2009. the show was picked up
between participants throughby TWiT.tv, the podcast network
out the one-hour live show.
founded by Leo Laporte. ( For
Zarian creates a relaxed
Radio World's 2011 story about
but polished look to the show
TWiT.tv, visit radioworld.com,
— until Skype gremlins occakeyword Netcast.) But during one
sionally pop up.
week in 2012, "TWiT killed nine
Skype is the weakest link
podcasts, and mine was one of
in the chain, said Zarian,
them:' Harnack said. "Business
despite the fact that GFQ runs
models change, and my little
separate PCs for each incomniche didn't fit their wider audiing Skype video signal.
ence marketing anymore."
But when Skype signals
After TWiRT's break with
slow down over abad "hop" on
TWiT.tv. the podcast was
the public Internet. the show
acquired by the GFQ Network.
can be brought to its knees.
"But Idon't know if Iever
"Then, who do you call?
would have gotten around to
Verizon and Comcast both
[creating TWiRT] ' if aguy like
pass the buck. You will lose
Leo hadn't said, ` You can do
your mind when that hapthis:" Harnack said.
Andrew Zarian produces the TWiRT podcast in the GFQ
pens," Zarian said.
TWiRT's plans for the future
studio in New York.
TWiRT is avideo podcast,
include the ability to take live
"but right now, audio is still king:' said
Windows 7). both configured to give
calls from folks listening in real time.
Zarian. Most TWiRT fans enjoy the show
Skype as much CPU time as possible; a
"TWiRT has been amazing in getas adownload after the live podcast, he
Roland UA-25EX USB audio interface
ting current technical information —
said, and audio downloads outnumber
(eliminates unbalanced mic audio and
and legacy information — but to an
video three to one.
noise from a laptop's motherboard); a
enormous audience of engineers," said
"And I honestly believe that most
25-ft. LAN cable; an AKG D202 mic
Harnack. "It sparks their thinking, and
people who download the video are still
for noisy environments; alavaliere mic
hopefully, broadens their possibilities of
just listening, not watching," he added.
(Posthorn Recordings Sonotrim STRdoing great technical work."
Nevertheless, TWiRT has offered
some visually stunning shows, includTWIRT TRIVIA
ing a behind-the-scenes tour of NIST
station WWV by Tom Ray (of Tom Ray
Broadcast Consulting), who occasion•TWiRT had released 230 episodes, as of Oct. 12, 2014. If you watched TWiRT
ally co-hosts the podcast.
8hours aday, 7days aweek, you'd make it through the whole archive in
Tobin has offered live reports from
transmitter facilities atop aNew York City
skyscraper and other remote locations.
EQUIPMENT

IESOC Efficiency
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Tobin has assembled a bag with
everything he needs to Skype-in from
far-flung locations: Two laptop computers (one MacBook, one PC running

about amonth.
•Harnack estimates that he spends about two hours off-air preparing for
every show.
•When TWiRT streams live on Thursdays at 1900 UTC, achatroom for viewers
to discuss the show opens at http://vvww.gfqnetwork.comilive/.
•Tom Ray and Chris Tarr, cohosts on some past episodes, have been absent
from recent shows due to schedule conflicts. " Iwish we could get them all
on more often," said Harnack.
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Inductive Reasoning

magnetized, attracting the lever, which in turn pulled
the set of contacts to make them touch asecond set of
stationary contacts, completing an electrical circuit.
These applications all used DC power, just as did the
first experiments with capacitance.
When DC power is applied across acoil,
it resists current flow as the magnetic lines
of force "use" the current to expand. Once
fully expanded, however, the lines of force
need essentially no power to stay that way.
When the power is removed, the lines of
force collapse, giving back the energy that
was absorbed when they expanded in the
first place (but in the opposite direction as
originally applied voltage). If current flow in
an inductor is initially at zero when voltage
is applied, then according to Ohm's Law, the
coil's resistance is infinite and the voltage
across it is maximum.
But as the lines of force fully expand
and stabilize, current flow correspondingly
increases to maximum, at which point the
coil's resistance to current flow is limited to
no more than the resistance of the wire, which
is typically very low. In that state, Ohm's Law
says that the voltage drop across the inductor
is minimum (although it is not zero, owing to
the resistance of the wire itself).
As we found out last time (in the Oct.
22 issue), capacitors work exactly opposite,
with current at maximum and resistance
(and therefore voltage), at minimum as voltage is first applied. AC is different from DC,
since it continuously cycles from positive to
negative and back again, and inductors, just
Faraday's coil confirmed the connection between magnetism and electriclike capacitors, continuously react to that
ity. This image, found on WikiMedia Commons, was originally published
change voltage. The difference is in the way
in Frederick Bedell's " The Principles of the Transformer" ( 1896).
they react.

Discovery of electromagnetic induction sets stage for radio

FUNDAMENTALS
BY JIM WITHERS
In this fourth article in our series (
radioworld.
corn/fundamentals) of occasional articles about
electronic components and formulas that have
been critical to the development of radio, we
focus on inductance and how that electrical property was discovered.
By 1820, when a young Danish physicist
named Hans Christian Oersted was experimenting with electricity and magnetism, much was
known about those two phenomena, but nothing
was known about the interaction between them.
Magnetic compasses and lodestone had been
around for centuries.
Pieter van Musschenbroek, Ben Franklin and
others had experimented decades earlier with
bottled up electricity ( literally bottled up in van
Musschenbroek's invention, the Leyden Jar), but no
one understood the connection between the two.
Oertsed's experiment used a galvanic cell
(a battery) to send current through a wire that
passed just above amagnetic compass. When current flowed through the wire, the compass needle
deflected from north momentarily, but returned
almost immediately. When Oersted removed the
voltage, the needle momentarily deflected in the
opposite direction! Clear evidence that electricity
and magnetism were somehow connected, but the
key word was "somehow."

He did not have that worked out, and in fact, it
would be afew more years until Michael Faraday and
lesser-known American scientist Joseph Henry figured
out the answer.
LINES OF FORCE
Faraday and Henry, working independently of one
another, showed that, as current from a battery flows
through awire, amomentary current would flow in a
second, nearby wire.
Still, like the compass needle in Oersted's experiment, current in the nearby wire only flowed momentarily when voltage was applied, even if the voltage was
left on. This was amystery.
Faraday was the one who finally worked that out
in 1831, when he wrapped a ring of iron with two
independent coils of wire on opposite sides of the ring.
Voltage applied to the "primary" winding induced a
momentary current flow in the secondary winding. He
called this device, appropriately enough, an inductor,
and hypothesized that the momentary current flow in
the secondary winding was due to waves of some sort,
radiating outward from one coil to the other through
the iron core.
He was correct, and we know the peaks of those waves
as magnetic "lines of force" that emanate from poles of
amagnet, as well as from the windings of an inductor.
Faraday's iron ring and its coiled windings was actually a toroidal transformer, which not only validated
Oersted's experiment but also led to the discovery of
mutual inductance, which makes transformers possible.
Both Faraday and Henry were instrumental in
working out the properties of electromagnetism, and

t
he existence of EMF, or electromotive force, but since
the international value assigned to capacitance had
already been named after Faraday (in truncated form:
the farad), the unit for inductance was named the henry.
In any event, Faraday showed that it was the expansion and subsequent collapsing of the magnetic "lines
of force" cutting through the secondary windings
as voltage was applied and removed that caused the
secondary current. That realization, in turn, explained
the momentary nature of the current, as well as the
reason it changed directions as the primary voltage was
removed. His experiments and formulas that confirm
the results became the basis for the Law of Induction,
which bears his name.

ELI THE ICE MAN
All beginning electrical engineering students are
taught to remember this difference in the two types of
components by the mnemonic ELI the ICE man, which
makes use of the engineering symbols for voltage (E),
inductors (L), current ( I) and capacitance (C). E Leads I
(ELI) in an Inductor, and ILeads E in aCapacitor ( ICE).
As it turns out, when AC voltage is applied, these
"phase differences" are 90 degrees in both components, so when inductors and capacitors are combined
in acircuit, the phase difference can add to 180 degrees
(completely out of phase) or can subtract, to be inphase. This is the key to the operation of tuned circuits,
as we shall see in afuture article.
The formula for inductive reactance is

CLICK AND CLACK
With radio's emergence several decades in the
future, the first inductors were used primarily as electromagnets.
But in aprescient moment, Joseph Henry soon realized that the principle of using an electrical current to
create amagnetic field might be of great value beyond
those simple devices. To that end, he designed avery
sensitive electromechanical device that "clicked" every
time apulse was received over apair of wires.
Samuel F.B. Morse immediately adapted it to his
coded system of dots and dashes, and the telegraph
was born.
Henry also invented an offshoot: the electrical relay.

DC voltages but resist AC voltages, particularly higher
frequency voltages like those found in broadcast transmitter RF amplifiers.

He mechanically linked aset of electrical contacts to
aspring-loaded lever and placed the lever over acoil.
When he applied power to the coil, the ferrous core

For this reason, some inductors are called RF
chokes, since they "choke" the flow of RF current. This
(continued on page 15)

XL= 27rfL
Where XL is inductive reactance in ohms, it is 3.14;
fis the frequency of the applied voltage in hertz, and L
is the inductance in henrys.
From this formula, it can be seen that as either
frequency or inductance, or both increases, inductive
reactance (which is nothing more than resistance to
AC current) will increase as well. Another way of saying this is that inductors are low pass filters; they pass
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WORKBENCH
(continued from page 10)

For recommendations, John suggests
you contact either an air conditioning
mechanical company that does sheet
metal or an AC supply company.
Reach him at jmckennaeyesnetwork.com.

F

rom time to time, entry-level engineers ask me for advice on good
broadcast engineering reference books.
Ben Dawson of consulting engineering firm Hatfield and Dawson ranks
the "Radio Engineers' Handbook" by
Frederick Emmons Terman as a musthave. Ben says this book was printed
by the tens of thousands during World
War II (evidently at the behest of the
military) and copies can often be found
in independent used bookstores for $ 10
or $ 15.
Over the years, Ben has purchased a
number of copies and distributed them
to folks all over the world. It is, in Ben's
opinion, the one book no radio technician or engineer should be without. Ben
recently looked at Amazon's website,
which showed it available for about $ 12.
The next most useful book, for
the RF side of broadcasting, is B.
Whitfield Griffith's "Radio-Electronic
Transmission Fundamentals." It was
published in 1962 by McGraw-Hill and
reprinted a few years ago by Noble.
Amazon has it for $80 or so new, about
half that used. Powell's in Portland
(in my opinion, the best bookstore in
America, maybe even in the world —

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD
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better than Foyles in London, which
was the best for many years) often has
it too. The reprinted edition also has the
answers to the problems, too.
Ben notes that he and Ron Rack ley
got Noble to reprint Griffith's book,
and it has an introduction from both
consultants, though they didn't receive
a commission. In fact, it cost both
engineers, who had to slice up acopy
to be used for reproduction until it was
discovered that Whit had the original
page proofs, which he graciously supplied for the reprint.
For those who want to understand

modern analytical methods for antenna analysis, in Ben's view you can't
beat Warren L. Stutzman and Gary A.
Thiele's "Antenna Theory & Design."
Ben knows folks who've taken classes
from one or the other (Stutzman at
Virginia Tech, Thiele at Ohio State/
University of Dayton) and say they were
great teachers; this book demonstrates
it. There are at least two editions; it can
be found used for under $50.
Ben writes he could go on (as the
Hatfield and Dawson office library has
about 2,000 books!), but if he were on
some deserted island, these would be

his choice of textbooks. What are yours?
Reach Ben Dawson at dawsone
hatdaw.com.
Send Workbench tips to me at
johnpbissetegmail.com or fax (603)
472-4944.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll help
your fellow engineers, and qualify for
SBE recertification credit.
Author John Bisset has spent 45
years in the broadcasting industry and
is still learning. He handles West Coast
sales for the Telos Alliance. He is SBE
Certified and is apast recipient of the
SBE's Educator of the Year Award.

NEW...

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS INC.
-Mr111/411MIMIIIMB,M

,

DIGILINKNHO
— Single station to Multi-site Group
— VPN Remote Voice tracking
— Your Music scheduler or ours
▪ Multi-sound card Console interface
▪ Live GAutomated Games with Rain delay
— Share audio files across the hall or continent

Scalable, high speed Radio Automation for Multistudio, Multisite Applications

(continued from page 14)

resistance to high frequencies is the
exact opposite of acapacitor, where
the reactance decreases as either
frequency or capacitance increases.
For any given size of capacitance,
then, capacitive reactance is inversely proportional to frequency. At the
same time, for any given value of
inductance, inductive reactance is
directly proportional to frequency.
With these two properties in mind,
it is easy to see that we can calculate
values for a capacitor and inductor
so that they each exhibit the exact
same reactance to some specific frequency of AC voltage. In that situation, the capacitor and the inductor
can be used to create atuned circuit
and that is what we'll take alook at
next time.
Jim Withers is the owner of
KYRK(FM) in Corpus Christi,
Texas, and a longtime RW contributor. He has four decades of
broadcast engineering experience
at radio and television stations
around the country.

speed ... power... and control

Oigilink-HO (OHO) is designed from the ground up for today's fast paced. distributed content, single station or multi-site Group. It empowers
local and remote talent to collaborate to deliver exciting content, build your audience share, and increase sales. OHO has the tools to enable you
to work faster, work smarter, and do more. Far On Air, OHO supports live on air, live assist, hard disk automation, satellite automation, ard
Games automation. OHD supports multiple sound cards for interface to aconsole and live crossfading. Audio files can be shared across the
station or across the plinet. To create live sounding automation and facilitate flexible use of talent, OHO features apowerful segue editor. voice
track recorder-editor, and remote voice tracking over aVPN (virtual private network). The voice track recorder- editor supports complete control plus the ability to assign amusic bed under the voice track with ducking. OHO supports any kind of programming and any size market ir
multi-site group.

4On Air Station cluster only
www.arrakis-systems.com
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It's a MAD,
MAD, MAD,
MADI World
MADI can act as a
common transport
mechanism between two
systems that use different
native formats. Our MADI
interface seamlessly

"IT'S AMAD,
MAD, MAD,
MADI
WORLD"

integrates WheatNet-IP
audio network into an
existing Wheatstone TOM
router system so you can
have the best of all worlds!
MADI's been around for a long time, so it's understandable if you have
forgotten what this acronym actually stands for ( which is, Multichannel
Audio Digital Interface, also known as AES10).
But, don't lose track of how useful MADI can be to broadcaslers. The list
is fairly long, and getting longer. After all, there are very few alternatives
for sending up to 64 channels of digital audio ( 48kHz sample) over one
75-ohm coaxial cable. Not only does this digital audio routing standard by

Oh, The Voices - Part I:

AES make it possible to send a lot of channels through hundreds of feet of

Tidying Up Talent Vocals

cable, it delivers lossless audio through all those channels. That lends itse!e

by Steve Dove, Minister of Algorithms

to some practical applications.

What you need to know about getting the micst out of talent,
-rom

solving sibilance and noise issues to hcrw to outsmart

.hose

tricky microphones.

Learn how MADI is making it possible to bridge the
old and new worlds.
Go to: INN17.wheatstone corn

The microphone processor has long been important but in recent years it
las become vital. Mainly this is due to The recent ti end of referencing audio
ro OdBfs ( the maximum signal level in a digital system) rather than the
cozy old nominal OdEaVU. Most popular musc releases are " normalized"

IPv6 and Networking

or processed so that their highest peaks are at 0 dBfs, if they're not

Your WheatNet-IP audio network will

:otally squashed and clipped to blazes up against that limit. Compared

never require as many IP addresses as

to a playout systeni crammed full of th's and hyped- up commercials, an

what's needed for the public internet. But

unprocessed announcer's voice can seem cuite ‘rimpy and out of place.

the migration to IPv6 is something our
technology partner Tieline says you should

Consider also the entire radio air- chain. Sitting ahead of the transmitter

keep in mind as you consider bringing in

is usually a Very Serious Processor, which is generally set up ( in a music

audio contributions from outside the studio.

format) to be optimal for music, secondarily tor vdces. Presenting a

We can say with certainty that you'll never run out

processed voice

of IP addresses for your private WheatNet-IP audio network.

at better suits the " big gt.y" can pay large benefits in

on- air voice sound

The same can't be said for the public internet, which is migrating to IPy6

Other program distribution chains such as that produced by highly bit-

to keep it in IP addresses. The ength of an IPv6 address is -)
28 bits,

reduced streaming codecs benefit from attention to the voice, whilst talk

compared to 32 bits for existing IPv4 addresses, or that unique numerical

radio lives and dies by - voices. A good mic prod essor brings much to all

string that's needed by every crevice to connect to the intemet. Who would

these scenarios.

have thought that the internet would blow through 4.29 billion available IPy4

Let's run through the sorb of things we might wan: to do to a voice to tidy

addresses, the last and final block of which was allocated rot so long aco?

it up, improve listenability, and better integrate with today's technological

IPv6 will give us, well, a whole lot more. It's the difference between being

expectations.

able to fill a golf ball versus the sun with IP addresses!

Get to the real meat cf Steve's article...

What does IPv6 mean to networked IP Audio?

Go to: INN17.wheatstone.corr

Go to: INN17.wheatstone.com

A. -

phcrre 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.con-
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Though we write often in Radio World about overarching trends and benefits

Trends in Routing

of routing infrastructure systems, here we invited several companies that build
such systems to get really specific and tell us about one interesting, new or
unique product — or even a specific feature or capability — that has helped or
could help solve an interesting problem.

The Cat- 6 " Everything Wall" at KYW(AM)'s new plant in Philadelphia.

Make It Twisted Pair
"In the broadcast engineer's world, `convergence' is code for ` now we do IT, —
said Dan Braverman, president of Radio Systems Inc. "So most engineers and
manufacturers Iknow now spend much of their time writing code, configuring networks and browsing links, simultaneously doubling our capabilities and workloads.
"But from an infrastructure standpoint (code for wiring) the situation has gotten
easier, not harder," he continued.
"That's because Cat-6 twisted pair and the gear, companies and installers that
support it now provide one universal, cheap and 100 percent compatible way to
wire it all together. Cat-6 (and Cat-5) supports all your signals: analog, digital. VolP
and Ethernet. There just really is no need or reason to ever install shielded audio
cable again."
Braverman says this is important for several reasons. ' No plant is static in
todays' market. Cables pulled for legacy analog lines today could be tasked to run
an IP Ethernet links tomorrow. Cat-6 can do it all. Run twisted pair everywhere.
Run alot of it and use it exclusively. You will future-proof your work. And when a
new facility is put together, there is always alocal ' low-voltage' wiring contractor
hired to provide low-cost, dependable, high-speed Cat-5runs and switches for whai used to be just for your enterprise phones and PCs. Double their contract and let
them pull some of these same lines from the studios to TOC. It will be the best (and least) money you'll spend on your new facility.
"Every major console manufacturer now sports RJ-45s to connect directly to the Cat-6infrastructure. And companies like Radio Systems make amyriad of adapters to connect to gear that still doesn't support this topography natively. But whether you buy it pre-made or roll your own, make it twisted pair. It the only way to go."
Info: www.radiosystems.com

High Density, Small Space
-This is asmall-scale item but has proven useful for many customers."
says John Davis, technical support manager for Logitek.
"Logitek's JetStream Mini router packs the I/O needed for a studio
operation into just two rack units. Because it uses fanless cooling, it can
reside in an air studio along with the other equipment. This is aspacesaving way to manage individual studios in facilities that want the advantages of assignable inputs and other router-based functions at aconsole,
even if they don't want to network their studios together."
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Logitek JetStream Mini

Davis said the company achieves high density in asmall space in three
ways.
"JetStream is ahybrid of TDM and AoIP, so where possible we keep
the audio within the same router frame and do not need to send it off to an
external box to get mixed. That means that you only network the signals
that need to leave the frame and everything is processed with the lowest
latency possible," he said.
"Second, we employ system-on-chip technologies for AolP to encode
and decode up to 160 channels of audio, depending upon the size of the
JetStream frame. Third, by aggressively using multiple low-voltage power
supplies within the JetStream, we have an efficient device that consumes
fewer watts than our older products, generates less heat and is easier to
keep cool."
Info: www.logitekaudio.com

Customizing AolP Without
All the Programming
"For all that IP audio networking has done to make our lives easier, alack of management tools has made it largely inaccessible to the typical broadcaster," says Wheatstone's
Jay Tyler.
"Putting the control and flexibility
of AolP directly into
the hands of broad
casters is the thinking behind our new
Screen Builder app,"
Tyler said. "Screen
Builder lets broadcasters do all those
things with their
WheatNet-IP audio
networks that were
Wheatstone Screen Builder
only possible by programmer types before."
With this custom application, you could, for example, create ascreen so your show
producer could IFB to the host by tapping on aheadphone icon. You could create dedicated screens that let him turn microphones on or off, monitor program sources or mix
feeds. This is all done through atouchscreen app that gives broadcasters access to any
aspect of the WheatNet-IP environment.
"Broadcasters simply drag, drop and assign attributes to faders, meters, labels, buttons, clocks, timers and other widgets that they can arrange on aPC screen and program
to fire salvos, switch between crosspoints, turn equipment on or off, and more," said
Tyler. "It's all completely scriptable using WheatNet-IP's Script Wizard."
Info: www.wheatstone.com

(continued on page 20)
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Integrating Consoles/Automation,
Cobranet and Software
When you have more than one on-air studio, you quickly recognize how important it is to
plan your wiring, says Ben Palmer of Arrakis Systems.
"If you're in the situation of updating your old consoles, and find the rat's nest of cables
from your old setup, or if you are starting brand new and want it done right the first time,
then using anetwork is the way to go."
Arrakis Systems offers AARC-NET. "This is aseamless integration of Arrakis consoles
and automation, Cobranet audio networking products and Arrakis software:' Palmer said.
"One of the benefits of Cobranet is that it is acommon network technology, with over 1
million nodes installed. Therefore, all Cobranet products from different manufacturers work
together to form apowerful audio network."
He said the core of the AARC-NET network are Cobranet products from AudioScience,
which are plug-in compatible with the Arrakis ARC, MARC and X-Mixer consoles, so that
installation and setup take minutes.
"No more punchblocks or multipair cables. Changing a wiring connection is a simple
software choice. This makes AARC-NET is fast, easy and inexpensive," he said.
Palmer said anotable feature of AARC-NET is that it integrates standard analog and digital consoles onto the network instead of using expensive network-based digital mix engines.
"You can therefore integrate consoles that you already own into the system. This makes
repair and maintenance easy, and your console doesn't fail when the network crashes. Most
importantly, AARC-NET is world standard Cobranet, not acustom one-of-a-kind network."
He said the cost of astandard AARC-NET system is athird to half that of competing
systems.
Info: www.arrakis-systems.com

"Many modern AolP consoles have remote-control applications that
allow broadcasters to use aPC or tablet to operate the board from adifferent location, as if they were
sitting right in front of it," said
Clark Novak of Axia Audio.
"With these apps, tal_i -1 J
ent can change sources,
JJ JJ
JJ
JJ -JJ -1.J
1d
I
start audio, tweak EQ,
1
take calls, trim faders
and more, just as if you
were there. Axia Audio's
SoftSurface
software
for Windows has this
sort of rich toolset, and
naturally, talent in the
field love it."
However, he said,
Axia SoftSurface
there are some less
well-known SoftSurface ab ilities that allow operators in the studio to get
even more from their consoles.
"For instance, Axia Element and Fusion consoles can have up to 40 physi—

cal faders. But Axia mixing engines enough horsepower to support up to 48
faders. Using SoftSurface, these ' virtual faders' can be controlled directly,
allowing talent access to more 'faders' than their console actually has."
He said broadcasters have found this ability especially useful in live
interview and "roundtable" settings, when there may be more mics needed
than console faders.
"It's also handy for giving moderators in adiscussion studio the ability
to directly control guest mics from acompact, portable tablet, or allowing
on-the-fly mixing of in-studio live musical performances."
Novak said that when used with multi-touch touchscreen tablets, these
abilities are even more enhanced, with talent able to adjust groups of faders
simultaneously. "And SoftSurface can connect to any Element or Fusion
console in the facility."
Info: www.axiaaudio.comlbrochures

Intelligent Edge Devices,
Increased Connectivity
GatesAir continues to emphasize the value proposition of distributed studio
architectures over the classic consolidated system, where one massive, centralized box routes audio and data facility-wide.
"Through GatesAir's Flexiva routing tools like the VMConnect audio management frame and VMQuadra automation and computer interface, the company
is simplifying routing infrastructure by bringing these compact systems closer,
and even into, on-air and production studios:' said Joseph Marshall, product line
manager for GatesAir.
"As aresult, these intelligent edge devices help broadcasters establish the shortest physical path for connecting sources and destinations, while increasing local
I/O capacity and network connectivity."
The networkable console is one of these important connected sources of distributed routing architecture. GatesAir offers its RMXengine device to add more
networking flexibility for customers of its large-format RMXdigital consoles.
"Essentially, the RMXengine enables advanced dual-console operation for dualanchor studio operations in networked systems, and provides flexible options for
mix-minus and IFB talkback channel:' Marshall said.
"Between our Flexiva VM Series tools and RMXengine, we're looking to not
only maximize flexibility in routing and on-air infrastructure, but also add scal-

GatesAir
VMConnect
ability across the board."
He pointed to the RMXengine as particularly useful because broadcasters can
scale the solution to meet their needs in avariety of ways.
"For example, aprominent customer of ours in New York City recently had a
very unique need to join two consoles for dual-operator use during one daypart.
RMXengine addressed this need by networking two consoles into a common
operation, while delivering the added bonus of enabling mix-minus on every fader."
Other customers, he said, might start with mix-minus capability on two faders, and
assign that capability to additional faders as requirements change.
"We believe this kind of flexibility and scalability applies to broadcasters of any
size, in any market."
Info: www.gatesair.com
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FM TRANSLATORS

Left: aShively 6812B
3- bay half- wave spaced
translator transrritting
antenna on avery busy
tower in Great Fails, Va.
At right is azoomec-out
view of the same tower.
John Garziglia, wno took
both photos, asks if you
can spot the FM translator antenna in all this
mess? ( Hint: it is about
two-thirds of the way up
on the right-hand side.)

(continued from page 1)

(Part 74) than full-service FM stations ( Part 73).
REGULATION
In considering the FCC regulatory aspects of FM translator
stations, there is the perspective of the FM translator licensee
itself (which may or may not also be the licensee of the primary
station carried by the FM translator), the particular perspective
of an AM broadcaster that would like to acquire an FM translator, and finally the perspective of afull-service FM station that
may have its signal impacted by an FM translator.
The most significant regulatory difference between FM
translators and full-service FM stations is that, under the current
FCC rules, FM translators are secondary services. An FM translator station can continue to exist only if there is no cognizable
interference to bona fide listeners of existing stations. This secondary status of an FM translator currently applies whether the
translator is carrying adistant station or providing fill-in service
for an AM station or HD sub-channel.
FM translators may not, with limited exceptions, originate
programming. Rather, the programming carried on an FM translator must be concurrently broadcast over afull-service FM or
AM station that is known as the primary station.
One exception is that programming produced by an AM station daytime-only
station may be carried during nighttime hours when the AM daytime-only station
is off the air. Another exception is that an FM translator may carry no more than 30
seconds of locally originated support acknowledgements each hour.
An FM translator may be commercial or non-commercial, astatus determined by
the commercial or non-commercial status of the primary station carried.
FILL-IN OR NOT
There are two types of FM translators: fill-in FM translators that have the service
contour completely contained within the service contour of the primary FM or AM
station, and non-fill-in FM translators that extend the service contour of the primary
FM station (non-fill-in FM translators may not carry AM stations).
A non-fill-in commercial FM translator cannot be owned by acommercial broadcaster under the FCC's rules because it would extend service outside of the service
contour of the primary station carried. The service contour is the 60 dBp. contour for
all FM stations except for Class B and BI stations for which the service contours are
the 54 d131.t and 57 d131.1 contours respectively. The relevant contour for AM stations
is the 2mV/m contour.
In the past five years or so, with the FCC now allowing AMs and HD sub-channels
to be carried as primary stations, most FM translator activity has been with fill-in trans(continued on page 22)
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FM TRANSLATORS
(continued from page 21)
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lators. A non-fill-in FM translator cannot
be owned by, or have any connection
with, the licensee of the primary station.
The most significant technical distinction between afill-in and anon-fillin FM translator is the power and height
limitations on non-fill-in translators.
For a non-fill-in FM translator located
east of the Mississippi River or in Zone
1, maximum effective power can be
limited under FCC rules to as low as 10
watts with antenna heights of 141 meters
HAAT and above.
Conversely, a fill-in translator does
not have antenna height/power limitations. This lack of height/power limitations for fill-in translators results in
many FM translators having significant
coverage areas with antenna heights
above average terrain in the hundreds or
thousands of feet. For fill-in FM translators, the maximum effective radiated
power can be 250 watts with no antenna
height limitation.
Until several years ago when the
FCC changed its rules and policies to
allow FM translators to re-broadcast
AM stations and HD sub-channels, fillin FM translators were primarily used
in more rugged terrain to enhance coverage to signal-shadowed areas. Now,
the use of FM translators to enhance
AM reception and provide HD subchannel reception capability on non-HD
radios is flourishing.
FM translator ownership is not
subject to the FCC's full-service station numerical ownership limitations.
Therefore, full-service broadcasters
with full market complements of AM
and FM stations may acquire as many
fill-in FM translators as they may find,
to re-broadcast as many HD sub-channels as may be available, whether or not
owned by the licensee.

THE BENEFITS
Finally, it is worth noting that an FM
translator offers an aspiring broadcaster
a low-cost, low-regulatory-obligation
way of delivering diverse programming
to asmall or medium market audience.
Ihave suggested to more than one
aspiring broadcaster the possibility of
acquiring an FM translator combined
with the lease of an HD sub-channel
serving as the primary station. While
full-service FM stations command

.C
2 )
C

This photo shows equipment typically
used at afill-in FM translator site.
From top to bottom: Belar FM Modulation Monitor, Bext Model LEX 103 FM
Transmitter; Marti Model SR 20 Studio
Transmitter Link Receiver; PTEK Model
FM150ES FM Transmitter
multi-million dollar prices in most
markets, FM translators still are often
traded for five figures. Pairing an FM
translator with aleased HD sub-channel
creates a new radio station that, while
not having the vast coverage of a fullservice station, is a credible entryway
into broadcasting.
In Part 2. we will approach FM
translators from the perspective of an
FM translator licensee and in particular,
the licensee of an in-contour fill-in FM
translator station carrying either an AM
station, or an HD sub-channel.
John F. Garziglia is a veteran radio
and television attorney offering assistance in all areas of Federal Communications Commission law in the Washington, D.C., offices of Womble Carlyle.
For other publications, see listings at
www.linkedin.com/in/johngarziglia.

This first in afour-part series explores basic- FCC regulatory aspects of FM
translator stations. Part 2will approach FM translators from the perspective of
an FM translator licensee and, in particular; the licensee of an in-contour fillin FM translator station carrying either an AM station or an HD sub-channel.
Part 3looks at challenges AM licensees may face in acquiring an FM translator,
either in the marketplace or in the proposed AM-only FCC FM translator filing
window. Part 4considers issues that full-service stations may have with possible
interference from FM translators.
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Antennas. Power Protection & Transmission Support

WLDE Gets aNew Tower
Old landftill proves no probliem fcr ERI str uctur

USERREPORT
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me and said, "This will do the job."
This is the first tower of any size for
which Ihad direct influence over the purchase, although Ihad executed numerous
projects in which others made the buying
decisions. My experience coupled with
the reputation of the company led me to
select ERI. Additionally, I am blessed
to work for a company that believes
in doing things right the first time, so
choosing long-term value is part of our
corporate culture.
The antenna system was nothing
tricky, as the pattern is omnidirectional.
Iselected an ERI four-bay Lynx antenna.
It was competitive with others and again,
ERI has asolid reputation.
Fast forward a few months, and I
received an email from the engineer at
the ERI test range presenting me with 14
options for fine tuning. Iexpected two or
three. The attention to detail was impressive. They modeled the tower against the
antenna and sent me the outputs, allowing me to fine tune the sweet spots.
We finalized the property purchase,
permitting, federal filings, Indian Burial
Ground studies, environmental studies,
zoning and more federal filings. Finally,
in February of 2014, Istarted ordering
equipment. I was a little disappointed
that ERI could not start the erection until
after July 4due to project backlogs.

CONSTRUCTION

,
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BY JAMIE TILL
Chief Engineer
VVAJI/WLDE Radio
FORT WAY NE ,I
ND. — Our company
had been lookiag for several years at
the opportunity to move our transmitter location to accommodate a power
upgrade from 3 kW to 6 kW. After our
last tower inspection, we were faced with
the fact that our existing tower was nearing its end of life and would need major
upgrades or replacement. We decided
this was the opportunity to move.

SHOPPING
We secured new real estate and started the process for bids and permits. This
would be a completely new site with
new hardware and electronics from the
ground up, including a 375-foot freestanding tower.

All the major players were contacted
for quotes, and after hours of studying
proposals and facing the middle-aged
reality of reading glasses.. I narrowed
down my choices and selected ERI for
the tower and antenna system.
ERI was not the cheapest tower bid
received, but I have worked on many
towers, and ERI structures have always
seemed to age well. For example: no
rusty scratches from thin galvanizing or
bent cross members just because some
6-foot, 4-inch 245-pound tower maintenance guy stepped on it. Perhaps what
impressed me most were the engineering
specs included in the bid. The tower was
engineered to exceed my specific needs,
and the engineering showed avery comfortable margin of error. Many of the
other bids contained some basic information but few showed much math. Several
companies threw prepackaged towers at

Did Imention that we bought alandfill?
We purchased asection of an old closed
landfill that had been closed and capped
for roughly 40 years. Environmental
boring revealed a 10-foot clay cap, on
top of 10 feet of residential trash, on top
of native clay. This meant that the top
20 feet of the foundation piers would be
disregarded as having no friction value.
Geotech showed the foundation piers
needed to be 45 feet deep and 6 feet in
diameter, which meant almost 300 tons
of concrete would be used for arelatively
small tower.
Between February and May we had
driveways and fencing installed. The
foundation crew arrived early in May.
The reinforcement steel was assembled
and the drilling began. Iwas told if they
dug up acar or something it might cost
extra. We all laughed at that ... sort of.
The foundation work went reasonably
well, and seven days later we had nearly
175 yards of concrete in the ground.
At the beginning of July, the tower
crew, contracted by ERI, arrived to
receive and unload the tower steel,
antenna, feed lines and lighting system
from the factory. They did a complete
inventory and sorted the parts into lots
based on how they planned to assemble
the tower. The crew was smaller than I

RADIOWORLD
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expected, with two or three people onsite the entire time, and up to six when
necessary. They assembled the individual 20-foot sections on the ground and laid
them out in abig arc, cleverly planned for
the swing radius of the crane.
Two weeks of ground work gave way
to three days of stacking. The first 140
feet were stacked with asmall crane and
the remaining height lifted in a single
day with the 450-foot crane. Iwas present for almost the entire stacking process.
They stacked the tower sections with all
of the bolts tightened on the ground, and

Iwould give ERI a
solid Aon the project.

Ionly heard them use a hammer once
during the entire stacking process. This
was obviously not their first goat rodeo.
It took another five days to put up the
feed lines, antennas and hardware, and
to install the ground system. They were
gracious enough to unload our precast
building with their cranes, at no additional cost.
The ERI antenna tech arrived near the
end of the process to tune the antenna.
It took the tech and climbers about 3-4
hours to do acomplete sweep and tune
the antenna system. ERI emailed me a
comprehensive report afew days later. I
was pleased the next week when Iturned
up the new transmitter it showed only
1W reflected from 3.3 kW output. The
VSWR is 1.01 after tuning.
With all of the work completed, the
tower crew departed with aplan to return
in three days to complete some CAD
welds. Itook the opportunity to have a
third-party inspection done on the tower.
It was inspected and photographed from
top to bottom, over 300 pictures, and
a wrench put to at least 50 percent of
the bolts. The report came back with
one loose bolt and one missing lock
washer, and the climbing pegs were out
of sequence in one section. Everything
was fixed the next day.
Iwould give ERI a solid A on the
project. The final quote for the project
was thorough. The cost overrun was
$306, for the rental of astorage container
and some generator fuel. ERI did what
they said they were going to do, and they
did it in avery professional manner.
For information, contact Joe Meleski
at ERI in Indiana at (812) 925-6000 or
visit www.eriinc.com.
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TECHUPDATES

DCR-T IS THE NEWEST
FROM DIELECTRIC

JAM PRO ANTENNAS' JCPB IS AN FM
BROADBAND BROADCAST ANTENNA

Antenna maker
Dielectric says that the

Jampro says that its JCPB sidemount antenna is ideal for broadband and multifrequency applications. The JCPB is a broadband
version of the well-known Jampro Penetrator antenna. As such, it
has excellent VSWR and bandwidth characteristics.

DCR-T antenna is an
economical, low- power
antenna that is the latest
addition to the company's popu-

Each bay consists of a Penetrator- style radiating element supported by agalvanized steel mounting bracket. Standard round

lar DCR series FM ring-style antennas.
The antenna kit contains all radiating ele-

leg mounting brackets for a uniform face tower are included.
Silver-plated inner conductor connectors are used throughout for
maximum contact life and minimum power loss, says Jampro.
The antenna has a power rating of 2.5kVV for the JCPB-M unit,

ments jumpers and power dividers. It is available in one- to eight- bay configurations either
full-wave or half wave spaced with a power rating of up to 4 kW. Each array is field- adjustable
to any FM channel within 88-108 MHz band.

and 5kW for the JCPB-H.
For information, contact Jampro Antennas at ( 916) 383-1177
or visit vvww.jampro.com.

The antenna's elements are constructed of
aluminum with a7-16 DIN input. They are a
mere 20 inches in diameter and weigh only
17.5 pounds each, according to the company.
An integrated clamp mounting design simplifies easy installation on avariety of towers.

CFA LTD PROMOTES
NEW MODEL
Crossed field antennas have been operating for at least
10 years outside of the United States. CFA Ltd. says it has
built a new model in the U.S. that includes improvements.
The company is seeking funding and hopes to secure permission from the FCC for future use in the United States.
Circuitry has been improved, making the antenna easier
to tune. In addition, efficiency has been improved, making
it comparable to standard i./4 and i./2 transmitting towers.
A crossed field antenna is generally no taller than 4 percent of astandard broadcast tower, thus eliminating lighting and guy wires. Its developers say it requires no ground
system, meaning that it uses almost no land, and often can be installed on the roof of the transmitter building. It
is broadband, allowing it to transmit an analog and adigital signal simultaneously. Skywave can be controlled to
the point where it is almost nonexistent, meaning that many stations can broadcast with full power 24/7.

The antenna arrays can have optional beam tilt
and/or null fill. The antennas have a 15/8- inch
EIA input.
For information, contact Dielectric in Maine
at ( 856) 256-8190 or visit www.dielectric.com.

ABOUT BUYER'S GUIDE
Radio World publishes User Reports on products in various equipment classes throughout the year to help potential buyers understand why colleagues chose the equipment they did. AUser Report
is an unpaid testimonial by auser who has already purchased the
gear. ARadio World Product Evaluation, by contrast, is afreelance
article by apaid reviewer who typically receives ademo loaner. Do
you have astory to tell? Write to bmoss@nbmedia.com.

For information, contact CFA Ltd. in Connecticut at ( 860) 677-9688.
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For more information, including
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call Michele
at 212-378-0400 x523.
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Custom OEM
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MYAT OFFERS ROHS-COMPLIANT SWITCHES
Myat says it has improved its line of coaxial switches by making them
RoHS-compliant.
The company says that more broadcasters are looking for ways to
"green" their operations and facilities, and the transmission plant is no
exception. The smaller footprint and more efficient transmitters of today
save space and money. Myat says the compact and lightweight designs of its
switches aid broadcasters in making the most of reduced footprints in the
transmitter room.
The company says that the radial port
configuration makes " plumbing" them
into atransmission system fast and
efficient, often with fewer elbows than
are required for " traditional" singlesided access switches. The Myat line of
3- 1/8- inch, 1- 5/8- inch, 7/8- inch and 7-16
DIN male and female switches are highlighted for their dependability, with low
VSVVR, high isolation and low insertion
loss, according to the company.
RoHS refers to adirective regarding
restriction of hazardous substances.
Myat said the forward-thinking nature
of RoHS compliance makes atransmission facility ready for whatever regulations or requirements the future may
hold.
For information, contact Myat in
New Jersey at (
201) 684-0100 or visit
vv ww.myat.com.
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POWERCLAMP SURGE
SUPPRESSORS IMPROVED
According to Sine Control, the
PowerClamp line of transient voltage surge
suppressor units has been improved with
an updated design that improves performance and reliability.
These devices eliminate spikes, surges
and noise from AC power lines to prevent
damage to electronic equipment. They
will clamp transients to within afew volts
of the AC waveform, and " scrub" noise
and harmonics from the AC power line.
The improved units now respond to power line disturbances in less than one
nanosecond.
PowerClamp TVSS units employ acombination of technologies that react
to both the amplitude and the rise time of line disturbances. Their automatic
sine wave tracking maintains avery narrow threshold over which the clamping
circuitry activates. Spikes and surges are attenuated without causing clipping
or distortion of the AC sine wave.
Because PowerClamp units are installed in parallel with the incoming AC
service, performance always remains constant under changing load conditions, the company says. There is no insertion loss; the transmitter will remain
on the air even if the PowerClamp fuse blows.
PowerClamp TVSS units are available for single-phase and three-phase
power. They're suitable for transmitter sites, studios, translators, conputer
rooms and other mission- critical installations_
For more information, contact Sine Control Technology in California at
(562) 493-3589 or visit www.sinecontrol.con.
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CONSULTANTS

Broadcast Engineering Software
`1441
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OWL ENGINEERING. INC.
Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hairline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•AM/FM/NCE Applications
•Allocation and Upgrade Studies

•••••

•

•tower Deturung
•lntermodulation Studies

•ANSI and NRSC Measurements

•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

•AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments
E-mail: infoPowleng.com

MISCELLANEOUS
•Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps, interference
studies, and population reports with Probe 4Tm
•Find SIL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave
frequencies and generate PCN letters with Microwave ProTM
•AM Pro 21N, used daily by FCC engineers, performs skywave
and groundwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping.
• Map FM stations and
discover upgrade
possibilities using FCC
minimum separations and
contour-to-contour methods

oft
COMmuNiCATioNso
R.F. Communications Software
and Engineering Consulting

with FMCommanderTm
www.V-Soft.corn
ACOUSTICS

(800) 743-3684
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

Acoustics First
-MO OE HIPI MU Univ.

T
•rb:

888485-2900

www.Acousticsrust.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

AM LOOPS

1

FOR EAS RECEIVERS
FEMA RECOMMENDED

www.PixelSatRadio.com
(303) 526-1965
WANT TO SELL

Shively 6815 panel antenna
set up for one bay omni directional on seven foot base tower,
consists of three panels and
power divider with 7/8 harness
for Class A station, frequency
97.9 MHz, $ 5000 or BO. Kurt
508-735-4213.

WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY-DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler (DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406)679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL

WANT TO BUY
Stainless G-25, G-4, G48 and
G7 tower sections, any quantity. Kurt, 508-735-4213.
AUDIO PROCESSING

1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix
LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's & any
other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST - 214 7387873 or sixtiesradio@yahoo.com.

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Ekom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Mander-son S
I. Omaha,
NE 68164 402 493 -1886 Email:
CGoodrich@tconl.com

WANT TO SELL
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter, microphone, mixing consoles, amplifiers, mic
preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working or not, working transformers ( UTC Western
Electric), Fairchild, Western
Electric, Langevin, RCA, Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco

EVANS

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSL1TAK is

ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS

Full Smite From Allocation to
Operation AM/FM
Field Work:Antenna and
Facilities Design

Full-Service Broadcast Engineers
Transmitter Upgrade or Relocation
FM Translators
STL/TSL/RPU Licensing
Coverage Studies
(262) 518-0002

(.1ver 45 years engineering
and coneulting experience

•Pre- Purchase Inspections

Fat ( 6511784-7541
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i
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" Member AFCCE"

Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

evansengsol@gmail.com
Over 35 Yeors Experience - Member AFCCE

w‘%w.grahunthnx;can i

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

5n74 LI Camino Kral. Suite IS
Carlsbad. Califomia 92008
(760)438-4470 Fax) ( 76(1) 438 4759
omall link 0,urcotn.com
mIrcom con,

TUNWALL RADIO
SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS

••

RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS

•

•

WANT TO SELL
Free sample SCA decoder.
417-881-1846.

AM/FM/MULTI-SWITCH AND CUSTOM DESIGNS
330.995.9642

www.tunwallradio.c,om

RECORDING & PLAYBACK
HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for

Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS
WANT TO BUY
Harris- Gates
Vanguard- II
transmitter and any early
Gates transmitters prior to
1952, interested in any Gates,
Phasors and ATU's, highest
prices paid, will remove. Kurt,
508-735-4213.

Run your
employment ad
on our website
for only
$2 per word!
www.radioworld.com
Call Michele
for all the details at
212-378-0400
ext. 523
minderriedenenbmedia.com

mivw.amgroundsystems.com

866-22RADIO
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TUBES

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
100 W
500 W
3.5 KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
7.5 KW
10 KW
20 KW
25 KW
27.5 KW
30 KW
35 KW

BE FM1(xx.:
BE FM 500C
Harris Z3.5CD, solid-state
Harris HT5CD
Harris Z5CJ, solid-state
Harris Z5, solid-state, unused
Harris Z7.5CD, solid-state, SPH
BE FM10S, solid-state
BE FM208
Harris HT3CD
Continental 816R-48, SS IPA
Harris FM:i0K
BE FM35B

2008
2000
2000
1995
1999
2006
2002
2008
1989
1996
1994
1988
1991

Used AM Transmitters
Please see our website or contact us tor current listing
Exciters & Miscellaneous Eouioment
BE FC30, GCA Generator
Bird Model 8936, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load
Harris N + 1Controller
Harris THE- 1, FM exciter
Marti ME 90, FM exciter
MCI 4Pot 1-5/8" Coaxial Switch
Sola Constant Voltage Transfolvner #23-23-230-8

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.
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RF

Pour co.

Se Habla Español

We Export

EINAC TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & RebLilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping

FOR THE BEST

PRICE
&

perts, rie,
o LOU vuodrIch
Ent at 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodrichenterprises.com.

Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

TrJ
-

00-737-2787

760-744-0700

rfp@rfparts.coni

www.rfparts.com

C0/21/1/Jltat CIF-Ce.0/2ie-.5
HARRIS
crown

Broadcast anoment
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&mange

"BEE"
in the habit
of selling your used
equipment here!

TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
Used FLO TV Transmitters''Axcera
• • Rohde & Schwarz' • Harris Maxiva
New TV Transmitters- Maio° and Dioital
OMB, Rohde & Schwarz and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

Contact Michele for details at

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX + 1-215-938-7361

212-378-0400 ext. 523 • mindenlederienbaredia.com

www fnnamtv com • E-mail transcom@fmamtv com
RETUNING &. TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A DUOTE!
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POSITIONS WANTED

Are you asmall market station needing agood nuts & bolts
engineer in the Los Angeles area? Iwill make your station shine!
CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Part-time/Contract
work. Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820,
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

Hard work behind the scenes at aTV station! Perfect for me.
Recent graduate with an associate in Broadcasting looking for
work. Control room ary. Mahogany Crowder, 405-6(11-2524 or
mcrowder.mnc@gmail.com.

Musical, Professional, and Creative Vocal Images. Rick Hays
has enthusiasm, passion, and vigor — ready to work for you. For
detaiÉ call, 724-413-4029 or rhays7@hotmail.com.

Passionate Broadcaster/Writer. Curiosity that crows and love
of knowledge seeking challenges to further my passions. On-air/
VO/News/Production — well versed, creative and flexible. Melody,
817-701-6778. Melodywilson817@hotmail.com.

Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing writer/talk
show host Adam Amick is available for shows, correspondent,
featuies, etc. Check out www.bleacherreport.com for samples.
Call 214-384-5812 or email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.

On-Air, Creative Copywriter with production skills. Call me.
Let me light up your social media. In Oklahoma but willing to
relocate. Young, energetic and ready to work. Brittany Dickson,
405-496-3012 or Brittanydickson1912@gmail.com.

Friendly, relatable, professional female broadcaster. Strong
producing, copy, voiceover and editing traits. Creative and versatile, diligent plus self- motivated. Open and honest. Danielle,
daniellefranklin266@gmail.com or 469-401-4667.

Sports Aficionado, with powerful production capacities
too! Tenacious team- player, broadcasting/programming skills,
plus steriar statistician ability. Tony, 302-750-2575 or parktony1014@gmail.com.

High energy, driven individual with on-air/Play-by-Play
experience. Hard working and does what it takes to get the job
done. Jonathan, 607-239-4580 or jkliment0220@gmail corn.
Mature, laid back gentleman with an outgoing personality.
Looking for work. News - On-Air — VG will come ready to work.
Ron Ackerman, theack1957@yahoo.co nor 405-584-0668.
Experiened radio station manager seeks new management
opportunity. More than 39 years experience in radio. Willing to
relocate. Family-friendly format(s) preferred. Send details about
your management opening to: radiogrr@hotmail.com.
Fun, talented, passionate, radio personality. Positive attitude
with strong creativity, engaging and interesting topics, good
music knowledge and production skills. Carmen, 478-361-5348
or clgordon1987@gmail.com.
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NABA Turns Up Radio Dial
Association adds focus to radio sector

ICOMMENTARY
BY MICHAEL MCEWEN
The author is director-general of the
North American Broadcasters Association.

Mexico and the United
States committed to advancing the interests of broadcasters both in North America and internationally.
As part of the World
Broadcasting Unions, NABA
works with our sister unions
(e.g., European Broadcasting

Radio has been slow to embrace
the digital revolution, but it is upon us
and now includes all the transitional
issues that television faced and continues to deal with. The North American
Broadcasters Association will help to
define and facilitate the radio industry's
transition to a truly multiplatform and
interactive world.
NABA is a nonprofit association of
broadcasting organizations in Canada.

Union, Asian Broadcasting Union) to share information, identify common
interests and reach consensus on issues and technology that cross borders and
have international implications. Our membership is
made up of both private
and public networks, station groups and pay and
specialty services, as well
as those vendors who supMichael McEwen
ply services to the North
American broadcast community.
Since its founding in 1972, NABA
has been principally focused on television issues and has participated in some
historic changes in the industry, including the introduction of electronic news
gathering and the transition from analog
to digital HD television.
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the United States, you are not likely to
have a different technology in Mexico
or Canada.
Late in 2013, this core group of radio
interests proposed to the NABA board
of directors that a standing committee
be formed to focus on radio.
The board agreed; and over the past
year, the committee has developed its
mandate and work plan. NABA added
new members Univision, Bell Media,
Emmis, Rogers, Mexican radio station
groups and important suppliers like iBiquity and HERE, a Nokia company. As
Iwrite, we are also in discussions with
other station groups and networks to
broaden participation. It is only by being
inclusive that we can serve the interests
of radio and the markets they serve.
While to dwell on the mandate would
take too much time, a few points are
important to note.
Our primary goals are to share best
practices, understanding the common interest in all three countries and

FUTURE OF RADIO & AUDIO SYMPOSIUM
Feb. 17-19, 2015
Remarks and Keynotes Include:
•Jeff Smulyan, CEO, Emmis
•Chris Boyce, Executive Director, Radio & Audio, English Services,
CBC/Radio-Canada
•Paul Brenner, SVP, Chief Technology Officer, Emmis Communications
and Vice- Chair, NABARC
Session 1: Future of Delivery — A Roundtable
(Moderated by Marty Garrison CTO, NPR)
•Confirmed panelists from CBC/Radio-Canada, Emmis, Tuneln, Global
Radio UK
Session 2: Digital Radio: Where It's at and How It Fits Into aBroadband
World
(Moderated by David Layer, Senior Director, Advanced Engineering, NAB)
•Confirmed panelists from CBC/Radio-Canada, HERE, iBiquity.
Session 3: Radio as aFirst Responder: The Importance of Radio in
Emergency Situations
(Moderated by Kym Geddes, News Director, Newstalk 1010 Toronto)
•Confirmed panelists from CRTC, Pelmorex, NAB, Ontario Paramedic
Association, etc.
Session 4: " Local" — Radio's Competitive Advantage
(Moderated by Paul Ski, President, Rogers Radio)
•Confirmed panelists from AccuRadio, CRTC and Edison Research.
Session 5: Revitalizing the AM Band — Keynote and Panel
(Moderated by Karl Lahm, Director of Radio Frequency, Univision
Communications)
•Panelists include Garrison C. Cavell and ( invited) FCC Chair Ajit Pai.
Session 6: The Next Generation of the Auto Dashboard and What It Means
for Radio
(Moderated by Julie McCambley, Director Radio Production CBC/Radio
Canada)
•Potential panelists from Strategy Analytics, GM, iBiquity and Pandora

It is only by being inclusive that we can serve
the interests of radio and the markets they serve.

Despite this, many of our members
also include radio operations or interests. Our membership is as follows, with
an asterisk indicating radio interests):
Full Members: Bell Media*, CBC/
Radio- Canada*, CBS Broadcasting
Inc.*. DIRECTV, Inc., DisneylABC
Television Group*, Fox Entertainment
Group Inc., Grupo Televisa S.A.*, NBC
Universal, Time Warner Inc., TV Azteca
S.A. de C.V.*, Univision Communications Inc.*
Associate Members: Emmis Communications*, National Association of Broadcasters*, NPR*, Public Broadcasting
Service, Shaw Communications*
Affiliate Members: Ad-ID, Dolby Laboratories Inc., Ericsson Television Inc.,
Eutelsat America Corp., Evertz Microsystems, Harmonic Inc., HERE*, iBiquity Digital Corp.*, Inmarsat, Intelsat,
Level 3, Numeris, SES, Via Sat Inc.
This group recognized that their
technology and services operate in a
tripartite radio market, akind of North
American Free Trade zone of broadcasting. To put it another way: If you
are going to introduce HD Radio in

reflecting their views to the regulators, suppliers, business interests, and as
appropriate to international forums and
institutions.
Further goals are to focus on how
radio remains competitive, relevant and
operational in atransitional environment
from one traditional transmission service
to multi-platform delivered audio product; where investments are costly to realize these new services, and as a result,
legacy equipment and operations languish for lack of resources or attention.

RESPONDING TO THE MANDATE
The committee, under the leadership
of its Chair Julie McCambley (director,
production services, CBC/Radio-Canada) and Vice-Chair Paul Brenner (senior
vice president and CTO, Emmis), decided that an honest public discussion
should be in order to ensure that the
committee was dealing with the right
agenda and that the North American
radio community would buy into that
agenda.
The result was the announcement of
aFuture of Radio & Audio Symposium.
This will be apart of NABA's Annual
General Meeting Event hosted by CBC/
Radio Canada from Feb. 17-19, 2015,
(continued on page 30)
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One Didn't Make You the with
Other
aFirst Clas
\Nas he a -lass engineer, or as he an engineer

SIX-WEEK WONDERS

trst c

Letters under this heading were written in response to Jim Withers' article
in the Sept. 10 issue "One Didn't Make You the Other" about taking the test for
the First Class Radiotelephone Operator License.
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when it coincided with
,
the 0600 drive time.
That should do it. Standby to transSure
enough,
one
mit, and we are back on the air. Total time off the air,
windy pre-dawn winter
only about 3minutes, including the warm-up!
drive was met with station silence/static.
Station manager gives me awink, anod and avetDropping 25 cents into apier phone booth ( before
eran's salute. Itaped two new cartridge fuses inside the
cell phones) to call the DJ. "Do you know you are off
backup transmitter door to replace what Ihad used, and
the air?"
the tool. Closed the door.
"No, man, I'm on the air just fine."
Now, back to that pesky main transmitter. Found its
"Is your console switch in monitor or off-air?" ( I
problem, repaired with parts on hand. Back to the main
should have hard-wired that switch to off-air!) Silence.
transmitter, and to normal.
Then more silence when he moved it to, obviously, offStation manager called me into his office. "I've
air. Iwalked him through the backup transmitter actinever given a raise for less time before, but it seems
vation, warmup, antenna switch and audio switch-over.
warranted. Just 3 minutes off the air? Iwouldn't have
Ihad him back on the air and still made Navy morning
believed it if Ididn't see it all myself. More impormuster in time.
tantly, our [ local government] guest commented on
It would be the windy afternoon before Icould
get there for the checks and repairs.
how well we managed our down time and how quickly
we got back on the air. I'm sure we will continue to get
While my head and shoulders were
deep inside the commercial transtheir support."
Sometimes, being prepared works out just right.
mitter for repairs, the station general
Amal Cook
manager was giving atour to alocal
Antenna Test Engineer
government official, giving the stanMarysville, Ohio
dard values we provided to then and

Arnal Cook is at the far right wearing aflight suit. As aNavy helicopter
pilot, he says he was allowed the beard at the time.
Before Igot there, acontract tech ( inspector/builder)
had identified this same issue as # 1; other matches
with my list cemented my hiring without much of an
interview. The wiring was quickly and easily corrected
and new fuses installed. Replacement fuses were taped
just above those fuse holders, and other spares loaded
into the parts drawers. An insulated fuse removal pry
bar, with notch filed in one end, was also taped with the
replacement fuses inside the backup transmitter's door.
One night's use to verify it all still worked (process to
turn on, frequency check, audio levels and modulation
checks). A few other fixes and all was good to go for

s?

wemegui.,

IEDUCIMON

Iva, IU
frfr

Ihad my FCC First Class while still in college; I
took it into the Navy with me.
As a Navy pilot, my call sign was "Marconi:' for
"all that radio knowledge." But when they put the aircraft carrier into dry dock for an 18-month overhaul,
there just weren't awhole lot of submarines to be worried about finding from the Anti-Submarine Warfare
Center. While we all had other duties assigned, my
workload was completed before the end of every day.
A chance encounter at the county fair with the local
AM broadcaster and suddenly Ifound myself being
recommended as the new contract chief engineer at
KITZ(AM) in Bremerton, Wash. Navy-first, understood; but, at $25 an hour in 1989 for apart-time job of
personal fun, why not?
My immediate chore was to prioritize station deficiencies. First among them was the safety-of-life issue
of hard wiring around the AC mains input fuses to
the backup transmitter. There was a wall-mounted
industrial switch box, but no AC circuit breakers from
the mains! "Nobody touches this transmitter until it is
repaired:' Iinstructed.

,
,,

the county, values in an emergency,
then — click!, boom! — the lights
flashed brighter, dimmer, then back
on and then, the backup transmitter
went hard off the air.
The windstorm outside had
caused amains phase imbalance and
several circuit breakers and fuses
popped. Now we were double-off
the air, main and backup transmitters. The lights quickly settled down
to normal.
Backup transmitter door open.
All lights off, indicating those
main's fuses had blown. Step to
the wall box, switch off. VOM set

to 250 VAC, no voltage before or after the fuses (any
high-voltage caps holding acharge on the other side?).
Ohm meter showed two open cartridge fuses on the
240 V input. Chicken stick applied, just in case. Plastic
tool right there to pop out the fuses. VOM to 250 VAC
to confirm no voltage. (Electronics is fun, but electricity scares the living bejesus out of me! Respectfully.)
Fuses taken off the panel, packages unceremoniously
ripped open, inserted into the cold ends, notched side
of the insulated tool to push into the hot side. VOM
check — first voltage, then for 0 ohms — checked
good. Transmitter switch to standby, AC wall box
switched on.
Backup transmitter glows. Check the antenna switch
still to "backup." Hmmmm, 30 seconds to warm up?

In 1972, Iwas hired to be chief engineer and build
an FM in upstate New York, so off Iwent to Brown
Institute in Minneapolis. Ilearned abit, actually, and
took the test for First and Radar Endorsement. While
there Iworked as night manager for Arby's on West
Lake Drive. Being in Minneapolis in the summer was
great.
Even greater was heading back to New York ready
to be achief engineer.
Timothy Braddock
Assistant Chief Engineer
Emmis Comrnunications
New York
Ihad gotten my Third Class in 1976 and went to St.
Louis in August 1977 to take the test just to see what it
was like and managed to walk out with aSecond Class,
missing the First by four TV-related questions Iknew
absolutely nothing about.
Studied up on that and got the First in Chicago in
January ' 78.
Mark Mueller
Mueller Broadcast Design
La Grange, Ill.
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MORE FIRST PHONE
Igot my Second in 1965, followed by the First in 1978,
but not through a six-week wonder course. Independent
study and three years as an Air Force electronics instructor helped. Istill didn't really know what it took to become
areal engineer but have had the chance to learn over the
years.
Now, at 70, I'm the chief engineer for the eight Lotus
stations in Las Vegas, chapter chair and certification chair
for SBE Chapter 128 in Las Vegas. Ihold aLife certification as aCertified Professional Broadcast Engineer from
the SBE where Iam asenior member. It also helped me
get my Amateur Extra.
That First phone was the ticket (pun intended) that let
me move up in radio. Mine never expired, but was replaced
by the lifetime General in 1985.
The First hangs in the frame behind it on my wall.
Thanks for the memories.
Bill Croghan, CPBE WBOKSW
Chief Engineer
Lotus Broadcasting
Las Vegas
Iremember the First Phone vividly. Ipassed my test
when Iwas 16 or 17 years old in 1959 after taking acorrespondence course from the old Grantham School of Radio.
My first job was in aone-horse station in Texas where I
had to do all the switching, projection, etc. and log the
AM. FM and TV transmitters as well!

WRITE TO RW
SEND A LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Email radioworld@nbmedia.com with " Letter
to the Editor" in the subject field. Please include the
issue date.
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OPINION
In those days, we were always having to fix something...
almost everything had tubes; transistors were newfangled.
We were constantly sweating it, hoping nothing would go
wrong at an inopportune moment. Nowadays, if something
goes wrong with a piece of equipment, my impression
is that they just throw it out. This was well before local
stations had videotape so everything was live or film.
Ihelped install an RCA VTR, serial number 00002, in

Things were always hectic in
the control room in the local stations.

1961. It was five racks of equipment six feet tall. Iwent on
to get aBSEE and did some summer work for KRLD(TV)
in Dallas and with CBS News in Houston covering space
shots in the mid-'60s.
Things were always hectic in the control room in the
local stations. Iremember one night Iwas working with
a soldering iron on a vidicon camera, and Iaccidentally
blew the fuse on the film chain right before the station
break! So the film projectors went down along with the
slides, and we missed the entire break. We went to black
for the entire time until we rejoined the network. The
manager called up, and of course, was furious. Itold him
what happened but I'm not sure he believed me. Ithink he
thought we had all gone to sleep in the control room. Boy,
was Iembarrassed. But things like that were not uncommon 50 or 60 years ago.
Iremember the license wall, too. At my first station,
there were only four of us, including the chief engineer,
who was about 24 years old and agenius. Now Iguess you
don't have to know anything to run abroadcast station. But
we had more fun! Best job Iever had.
Morris S. Arnold
Little Rock, Ark.

ADVERTISER INDEX

RW entertains and keeps me
informed about equipment trends,
FCC doings, engineering refreshers
and entertaining 'war stories.'
And there's always an article or two
for me in the daily email.

NABA
(continued from page 28)

with the symposium held on the 19th at the
CBC's Glenn Gould Studio, 250 Front Street
West in downtown Toronto.
In many ways, the symposium agenda has
(and will) become the ongoing agenda for
the Radio Committee too, and will mark the
genesis for greater industry consensus on the
issues and milestones for deliverables over
the next few years. See the sidebar (page 28)
for symposium sessions.
These issues are front and center to a
successful transition from analog radio to
an interactive multiplatform set of services.
They require both detailed business planning and regulatory support, and they will
define the radio discussion for the next few
years at least.
The event is open to NABA members
and non-members alike. Our interest is to
create aforum for dialogue, leading to positive action in order to maintain radio as a
core value for listeners throughout the broad
North American market.
We hope those in radio and those who
support radio with services will join us Feb.
19 in Toronto and make this first North
American Symposium a defining moment
in radio history.
If you would like to know more about
NABA, its standing committees including
the Radio Committee, and the Symposium
agenda, please contact Senior Coordinator
Jason Paris at jparisenabanet.com. To
register for the Symposium, visit http:II
tinyurl.comImmfx5wq and use keyword
"Transmissions2015."
Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworldenbmedia.com

'Ibis listing is provided for the convenience of our readers
Radio World assai,,,,, rat liability for inaccuracy.
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WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH EIGHT STEREO AUDIO PROCESSORS IN A
SINGLE, NETWORKABLE RACK SPACE? HERE ARE A FEW SUGGESTIONS...
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Codec Pre- Processing

Multiple
HD Feeds

Automation Stream Processing

Sweetening Incoming

Web Stream
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Processing

Newsroom Feeds

Highest performance 24- bit A/D and D/A convertors • AES67 compatible • Two 8- channel utility mixers • Silence sensors • Gigabit Ethernet
Eight complete Wheatstone multiband processors, EACH with: 4- band parametric equalizer, 3- way crossover, 3compressors, 3limiters, final lookahead limiter
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